
Mathematis 304 { Ordinary Di�erential EquationsDisussion/Lab 3 { Seleted SolutionsNovember 29, 2004F. It will save some work here to �nd the equilibrium points and the Jaobian matrix ofthe systems: � dxdt = x� 4x2 � xy � hdydt = y � 2y2 � 5xyin general (i.e. as funtions of h), before looking at the spei� h-values given in theproblem. First, setting the right-hand side of the seond equation equal to zero andfatoring, we get y(1� 2y � 5x) = 0so at the equlibrium points, either y = 0, or y = �52 x+ 12 .Substituting y = 0 into the �rst equation we get 4x2 � x + h = 0, so solving by thequadrati formula x = 1�p1� 16h8 ;and we have two equilibrium points(x; y) = �1�p1� 16h8 ; 0�(as long as h < 1=16).Similarly, substituting y = �52 x+ 12 into the �rst equation, we get another quadratiequation in x: 32x2 � 12x+ h = 0so by the quadrati formula again,x = 12 �q14 � 6h3 = 1�p1� 24h6 :We have possibly two equilibrium points from this as well (as long as h < 1=24).The Jaobian matrix of the system is independent of h:J(x; y) = � 1� 8x� y �x�5y 1� 4y � 5x� :Substituting h = 0, we have four equilibrium points:(0; 0); (1=4; 0); (0; 1=2); (1=3;�1=3):The last is not in the �rst quadrant of the (x; y)-plane, however. Hene it does not representa realisti pair of population values, and we will disregard it. Cheking the other threeritial points, we �nd: 1



1) J(0; 0) = � 1 00 1�, so (0; 0) is a soure. (This is always true for these systems withno harvesting term (h = 0).)2) J(1=4; 0) = ��1 �1=40 �1=4�, so (1=4; 0) is a sink (tr(J) < 0 and det(J) > 0, so eigen-values are both negative).3) J(0; 1=2) = � 1=2 0�5=2 �1�, so (0; 1=2) is a saddle point (eigenvalues have oppositesigns).The phase portrait plot for this system should show all solutions starting from points inthe �rst quadrant tending to (1=4; 0) as t ! +1, unless the initial ondition has x = 0.Note: This is not a ase of stable oexistene beause y ! 0 as t! +1. The ompetitionis driving that speies to extintion.Substituting h = 1=32, we have four equilibrium points:(1 +p1=28 ; 0) := (:213; 0); (1�p1=28 ; 0) := (:037; 0)(1=4;�1=8); (1=12;�7=24) :The third one now is not in the �rst quadrant of the (x; y)-plane, and we will disregard it.Cheking the other three ritial points, we �nd:1) J(:213; 0) := ��:707 �:2130 �:067�, so (:213; 0) is a sink (both eigenvalues negative).2) J(:037; 0) := � :707 �:0370 :817 �, so (:037; 0) is a soure (eigenvalues are both positive).3) J(1=12; 7=24) = � 1=24 �1=12�35=24 �7=12�, so (1=12; 7=24) is a saddle point (eigenvalueshave opposite signs sine determinant is negative).The phase portrait plot for this system should show solutions starting from points farenough to the right in the �rst quadrant tending to (:213; 0) as t! +1 and other solutionsstarting from points with x � :037 tending toward the y-axis. Note: This is not a ase ofstable oexistene either beause either x ! 0 or y ! 0 as t ! +1. The ompetition isdriving one or other of the two speies to extintion. The one exeption would be if theinitial ondition put us exatly on one of the separatrix urves leading into the saddle at(1=12; 7=24), but that is not a stable situation beause nearby initial onditions would leadto very di�erent outomes.With h = 5=32, all of the equilibria found above will have omplex oordinates, sowe disregard all of them. All solutions for this system tend toward the y-axis as t ! 1.Thus, x is going to zero. The e�et of the larger harvesting term is to \shift the terms ofthe ompetition" in favor of y.G. Note: I was atually looking for a lot more here than any of the groups presented intheir solutions, so this question was not ounted for the total on the assignment.The main question here was supposed to be: Under what onditions on a; b; ; d;M1;M2an stable oexistene take plae? From question A, this means: when will the system have2



an equilibrium point (x0; y0) in the interior of the �rst quadrant (so x0; y0 > 0) that is asink?Claim. This is true provided that a� bd > 0; M2 � dM1 > 0; aM1 � bM2 > 0. Equiva-lently, this is true if the fourth equilibrium point of the system lies in the �rst quadrant,but outside the triangle with verties at the other three equilibria (0; 0); (M1; 0); (0;M2).Before showing this, we reall the two systems from question B:� In system 1, the fourth equilbrium was at (1; 1), whih is inside the triangle withverties (0; 0); (2; 0); (0; 3). This system had a saddle point at (1; 1), and there was nostable oexistene.� In system 2, the fourth equilibrium was at (2; 2), whih is outside the triangle withverties at (0; 0); (3; 0); (0; 3). In this ase, (2; 2) was a sink, whih made for a stableoexistene situation at those population levelsNow, we show why the laim is true. From the fatorizations of the right-hand sidesin the basi system, we know that the fourth equilibrium is the intersetion of the lines� ax+ by = aM1dx+ y = M2or (x0; y0) = � (aM1 � bM2)a� bd ; a(M2 � dM1)a� bd � :By the hypotheses in the laim (and the general hypotheses that a;  > 0), we see thatx0 > 0 and y0 > 0. So the fourth equilibrium is in the interior of the �rst quadrant.Moreover, omputing the Jaobian matrix of the system at (x0; y0), we �ndJ(x0; y0) =  �a(aM1�bM2)a�bd �b(aM1�bM2)a�bd�ad(M2�dM1)a�bd �a(M2�dM1)a�bd !This gives, under the hypotheses of the Claim,det(J(x0; y0)) = a(a� bd) (aM1 � bM2)(M2 � dM1) > 0and tr(J(x0; y0)) = �a(a� bd) ((aM1 � bM2) + (M2 � dM1)) < 0These inequalities show that (x0; y0) is a sink.(It is not diÆult to see that the ondition M2 � dM1 > 0 also implies that (M1; 0)is a saddle point, and similiarly, aM1 � bM2 > 0 implies that (0;M2) is a saddle point.)To see the equivalene with the seond form in the Claim, note that the onditionsan be rewritten as ab > M2M1 > d > 03



or(�) �ab < �M2M1 < �d < 0:Geometrially, �ab is the slope of the line ax+ by = aM1 from the �rst ODE in the system.Also, �M2M1 is the slope of the line between the equilibrium points (M1; 0) and (0;M2).Finally, �d is the slope of the line dx+ y = M2 from the seond ODE. The inequalities(*) are equivalent to saying that the fourth equilbrium point (x0; y0) (the intersetion ofthe two lines from the ODE's) lies outside the triangle with verties (0; 0); (M1; 0); (0;M2).
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